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Nicholas Friend at Joyce Tower, Dublin, Ireland, ca 2006
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INSCAPE
A LOCUS FOR THE CELEBRATION OF CULTURE AND LEARNING

Nicholas Friend MA (Oxon), MA (Cantab), FRSA, co-Founder/co-Director of Inscape
Fine Art Study Tours, and co-Founder/co-Director of the CULTURE IN QUESTION
lecture series has been teaching for 35 years in a wide variety of settings. He teaches
throughout the UK, the USA and abroad. He has taught for Cambridge University,
Sotheby’s, the Wallace Collection, the National Gallery of Art in London, and for
numerous UK arts and heritage organisations. Founder/Director of Cambridge
University’s History of Art Summer School for twenty-five years, he is a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts and a Companion of the Guild of St. George.

Louise Goldberg-Friend BA Art History, George Washington University, MA

LONDON’S THAMESIDE VILLAGES
FIVE WEDNESDAYS: 13, 20, 27 JUNE; 1 and 8 AUGUST

After the Romans had retreated from Britain c. 410 AD, the Thames became the major
means of access to southern Britain for invading groups, from the Anglo-Saxons to the
Vikings. Significant settlements developed along its banks, and their legacy is still visible
today. The architectural atmosphere of each village is quite different, from the beautiful redbrick Jacobean, Carolean and Restoration houses of Ham and Petersham to the particoloured Georgian houses of Church Street Isleworth, to Twickenham where the painter
Turner’s House has just opened to the public; and from the fascinating industrial relics of
Brentford, to the 18c pleasure-ground of Hampton. Each day we meet at the relevant
station, walk for two hours, have lunch in an attractive hostelry, and then walk for another
hour or so before returning to the station.
WEDNESDAY 13 JUNE: HAM AND PETERSHAM: Meet 11 am at Richmond Station. Lunch en
route. Day ends 4 pm
WEDNESDAY 20 JUNE: BRENTFORD: Meet 11 am at Brentford Station. Lunch en route. Day
ends 4 pm
WEDNESDAY 27 JUNE: ISLEWORTH: Meet 11 am at Isleworth Station. Lunch en route. Day
ends 4 pm
WEDNESDAY 1 JULY: TWICKENHAM: Meet 11 am at Twickenham Station. Lunch en route. Day
ends 4 pm
WEDNESDAY 8 AUGUST: HAMPTON: Meet 11 am at Hampton Station. Lunch en route. Day
ends 4 pm

Cost: £80 members, £90 non-members per day excluding the cost of lunch.

Human Development, Tufts University, MFA Interior Architecture and Design,
California College of Art, co-Founder/co-Director of the CULTURE IN QUESTION
lecture series and Director and Editor of Programmes and Design for Inscape Fine Art
Study Tours. Her work, specifically in the arts, education and design has included
teaching art in unique early childhood education settings, strategic development work
for the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, D.C, commercial interior design
for Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, architects, San Francisco, and space planning and
environmental design for family and private clients. They live in London and Berkeley.
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FOUNDER’S CHOICE

THE YEAR IN QUESTION

1620

TUESDAY 23 JANUARY

The Mayflower arrives in the New World; the Battle of White Mountain marks the end
of the Bohemian period of the Thirty Years' War; French Huguenots declare war on
Louis XIII; Rubens completes his astounding ‘coup de lance’ in Antwerp; his pupil Van
Dyck, on his first visit to London, encounters Titian’s work in the collection of the Earl
of Arundel and paints some of his finest early work; the ‘relentlessly physical’ ‘Judith
Slaying Holofernes’ is completed by Artemisia Gentileschi; Marcus Gheeraerts produces
his most searching portrait of Margaret Laton; Judith Leyster, the greatest 17c Dutch
woman painter, is at her height capturing the vigour of the early years of the Dutch
Golden Age; Cervantes’ Don Quixote & Boccaccio’s Decameron is translated into English;
Francis Bacon’s Novum Organum Scientiarum ('new instrument of science') is published;
Salomon de Caus introduces hydraulics into the Northern European garden while the
great English gardener John Tradescant undertakes a journey to Algiers; Ben Jonson &
Inigo Jones premiere the ‘exquisitely artificial’ masque Pan’s Anniversary at the Royal
Palace at Greenwich; John Donne gathers his Westmoreland Manuscript of astounding
sonnets and preaches his ‘Lent Sermon’ before the king at Whitehall; Thomas Campion,
the poet and composer, dies; the great astronomer Kepler’s mother, a brilliant herbalist,
is arrested for witchcraft, and the femme fatale Sidonia von Bork executed for the same
‘crime’; Beaumont and Fletcher’s Philaster, or Love Lies a-Bleeding establishes the
tragicomedy trend in early Stuart-era drama; the Catholic Church’s required corrections
to Copernicus’ heliocentric theory in De revolutionibus are approved; Monteverdi’s
composes Andromeda for Mantua’s Carnival. A year of uneasy co-existence of science
and superstition, of pompous courts mocked by satirical comedies, of religious
intolerance and increasing secularism.
All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch with
wine is served at 1 pm. The event ends by 3.30 p.m.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members. . Your family, friends and neighbours who have not
previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

STILL LIFE

NATIONAL GALLERY - WALLACE COLLECTION - TATE BRITAIN - TATE MODERN
FOUR WEDNESDAYS: 11 APRIL, 25 APRIL, 2 MAY, 30 MAY

Freed from the constraints of portraits or histories, within the simple arrangement
of objects on a table, whether pots or lobsters, lutes or skulls, fruit or clocks, artists
can discover whole worlds of aesthetic interest, dramatic conflict and philosophical
meaning. As a genre in its own right it first came to prominence in the 16c with large
‘banquet pieces’ of food celebrating of the discoveries of the New World and Asia,
the beginning of scientific illustration and the classification of specimens. Gradually,
Dutch and Spanish painters of the 17c Golden Age focussed their attention on a few
precious objects, arranging the forms and colours and textures of gold, silver, shells,
tapestries, Japanese swords, oranges and lobsters so as to bring out the complexity
of their meaning, whether as reminders of worldly wealth or of the vanity of worldly
things. By the 18c the genius Chardin made us realize that preciousness may lie
simply in the alchemy of art. His concerns were followed by Courbet, Cezanne and
Matisse, Braque and Picasso. Ranging widely through London galleries, we trace the
evolution of this both thrilling and meditative genre of art.
Wednesday 11 April NATIONAL GALLERY: Caravaggio, Dutch, Spanish, Chardin,
Courbet, Impressionist, Van Gogh.
Meet 11 am at the National Gallery in the Sainsbury Wing entrance. Ends 3:30 pm
Wednesday 25 April: WALLACE COLLECTION: Dutch, French 18c, French 19c.
Meet 11 am at the Wallace Collection main entrance. Ends 3:30 pm
Wednesday 2 May: TATE BRITAIN: Nathaniel Bacon, Collier, Paul Nash, Ben Nicholson
Meet 11 am at the Tate Britain, Manton Street entrance. Ends 3:30 pm
Wednesday 30 May: TATE MODERN: Matisse, Picasso, Braque, Bonnard, Vuillard,
Morandi, Leger, Caulfield, Craig-Martin.
Meet 11 am by the Tate Modern cloakroom on ground floor. Ends 3:30 pm

Cost: £70 members, £75 non-members, per day, excluding the cost of lunch.

THE QUEEN’S GALLERY

‘CHARLES II: ART & POWER’
MONDAY 23 APRIL

This spring in London, remarkably, we are offered opportunities to study, in two
different exhibitions, the art collections of both Charles I and Charles II. After the defeat
and execution of his father, Charles was in Scotland, where he was crowned at Scone on
1 January 1651. After 9 years exile on the Continent, he returned to England for the
Restoration in 1660, at the invitation of his subjects, and set out to restore the pomp of
the court. For his coronation, magnificent new regalia and altar silver were supplied. The
royal apartments in Windsor Castle were refurbished, with interiors by Antonio Verrio
and Grinling Gibbons. A new royal palace was begun at Greenwich. Charles II founded
the Royal Society, the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and the Royal Hospital at
Chelsea. He recovered what he could of Charles I’s art collection. In 1660 the Dutch
Government presented him with 24 Italian paintings, by artists such as Lotto, Tintoretto
and Titian. In 1662, he bought 72 paintings, by La Tour, Veronese and Brueghel, among
others. He acquired 600 drawings by Leonardo da Vinci and 80 drawings by Holbein. By
these means he glorified the restored monarchy, reinforced his position as the rightful
king, and re-established the Stuart dynasty.

Exhibition study days begin with a lecture in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch
with wine is served at 1 pm. We then travel to the relevant gallery for the exhibition, and end
after a brief discussion at about 4.15 pm.
£84 INSCAPE members, £94 non-members, including exhibition entry. Your family and friends
who have not previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

THE FAMILY IN QUESTION

THE ASQUITHS

THURSDAY 25 JANUARY
From a middle-class, Congregationalist, wool merchant family from the West Riding of
Yorkshire. the first prominent member of the Asquith family was its most powerful, H. H.
Asquith. Renowned from boyhood onwards for the cogency and clarity of his speeches, he
was appointed Home Secretary, Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Liberal prime minister in
1908. Asquith’s rejection of his nonconformist childhood was confirmed by his liking for
wine and spirits, which earned him the nickname ‘Squiffy’. He was successful in eventually
passing Lloyd George’s ‘People’s Budget’, creating the beginnings of the modern welfare
state 1906-11. It was he who, postponing issues of Irish Home Rule and Women’s suffrage,
took Britain into the First World War, and ensured the army was well supplied with men
and equipment. Forced by setbacks in the War to form a coalition government with the
Conservatives and Labour early in 1915, in 1916 his support collapsed and he was succeeded
by Lloyd George. His son Raymond Asquith was best known for his courage in the War:
while leading the first half of 4 Company in an attack near Ginchy on 15 September 1916, he
was shot in the chest but famously lit a cigarette to hide the seriousness of his injuries so
that his men would continue the attack. He died while being carried back to British lines.
Their second son Herbert was a distinguished war poet. Their daughter Violet became
renowned as Violet Bonham-Carter, the writer, who almost married Winston Churchill. She
was the grandmother of the actress Helena Bonham Carter. HH Asquith’s second wife
Margot was renowned as the wittiest woman of her age. Her autobiography is filled with
quotations such as ‘Rich men's houses are seldom beautiful, rarely comfortable, and never
original. It is a constant source of surprise to people of moderate means to observe how
little a big fortune contributes to Beauty’. Of Lloyd George ‘He couldn't see a belt without
hitting below it’. Her daughter Elizabeth became a silent movie actress before marrying a
Rumanian count, while her son Anthony became a leading film director.
All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury, unless
otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch with wine is served
at 1 pm. The event ends by 3.30 p.m.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members. Your family, friends and neighbours who have not

previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

THE WIT IN QUESTION

MARK TWAIN

FRIDAY 2 FEBRUARY

Life would be infinitely happier if we could only be born at the age of eighty and gradually
approach eighteen.
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known by his pen name Mark Twain, was, at the
time of his death considered the best-known American man of letters. Often he was
referred to as the "Dean of American literature." He was known far beyond the
boundaries where English is spoken as the greatest humourist and satirist living. Twain
was a travelling journalist, humourist, writer, and lecturer. His childhood in Hannibal,
Missouri along the Mississippi River, a frequent stop for steam boats arriving by both day
and night from St. Louis and New Orleans inspired colourful tales of adventures on the
waterway. At 17, he left Hannibal behind for a printer's job in St. Louis. While in St.
Louis, Clemens became a river pilot's apprentice. He became a licensed river pilot in
1858. Clemens' pseudonym, Mark Twain, comes from his days as a river pilot. It is a
river term which means two fathoms or 12-feet when the depth of water for a boat is
being sounded. "Mark twain" means that is safe to navigate. Twain began to gain fame
when his story, "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calavaras County" appeared in the
New York Saturday Press on November 18, 1865. Twain's first book, "The Innocents
Abroad," was published in 1869, "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer" in 1876, and "The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" in 1885. He wrote 28 books and numerous short stories,
letters and sketches. Twain travelled around the world and he dazzled audiences far and
wide with lectures about the far-flung locations he visited on his travels. People were
eager to learn about his trips to then-exotic places, such as the Sandwich Islands (now
Hawaii), Egypt and the Holy Land. His well-attended performances also served to bring
attention to his published work. At a time when the public lecture was a very popular
form of entertainment, and audiences' expectations ran high, Twain never failed to
amuse. His famous telegram to a newspaper publishing a report of his death, when
happily it was intrigue, has been quoted almost everywhere. "The report of my death’,
he wired, ‘is greatly exaggerated.”
All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch with
wine is served at 1 pm. The event ends by 3.30 p.m.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members. Your family and friends who have not previously
attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

ROYAL ACADEMY

‘CHARLES I: KING AND COLLECTOR’
FRIDAY 2 MARCH

Inspired by his father James I to become a European Renaissance prince, Charles I
amassed one of the most extraordinary art collections of his age, acquiring works by
Mantegna, Titian, Holbein, Dürer – and commissioning leading contemporary artists such
as Van Dyck and Rubens. His collection included works of international significance, such
as Mantegna’s ‘Triumphs of Caesar’ now on display in Hampton Court, Correggio’s
‘Mars, Venus and Cupid’, Gentileschi’s theatrical ‘Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife’, and Van
Dyck’s eloquently sensuous ‘Cupid and Psyche’ as well as magnificent tapestries. The
collection confirmed England’s place on the map of cultural Europe. It may also have
contributed to Charles I’s downfall, through accusations that he paid more attention to
canvases than to his people. Following the king’s execution in 1649, his collection was
sold off and scattered across Europe. The Royal Academy has now pulled off a
remarkable coup: to reunite, with the help of the Royal Collection, the greatest
masterpieces of this magnificent collection for the first time. In showing these works
together, the exhibition will demonstrate the radical impact they had at the time and
shed light on how they fostered a vibrant visual culture that was hitherto unknown in
England. We discuss Charles I’s taste, the stories of the acquisitions, their dazzling
qualities, and their political implications.

All exhibition study days begin with a morning lecture in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square,
Bloomsbury, unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and
a light lunch with wine is served at 1 pm. We then travel to the relevant gallery for the
exhibition, and end after a brief discussion at about 4.15 pm.
£93 INSCAPE members, £103 non-members including exhibition entry (£75 and £85 RA
Friends). Your family and friends who have not previously attended an Inscape lecture are most
welcome to be our guests.

THE PAINTER IN QUESTION

EDGAR DEGAS

THURSDAY 8 FEBRUARY

N ATIO N AL GALLERY

‘VAN EYCK AND THE PRE-RAPHAELITES’
THURSDAY 15 FEBRUARY

The Pre-Raphaelites, formed by Rossetti, Hunt and Millais in 1848 at Millais’ parents’
house in Gower Street, presented the English art world with its greatest revolution
since the Reformation. Gone were paintings painted on dark red backgrounds and
imbued with dignified darkness and the subjects borrowed from ancient history. They
were replaced by paintings whose subjects related directly to challenges of modern life,
and were painted in brilliant colours on a wet white ground. Their early doctrine
included injunctions such as: ‘to study Nature attentively’’ and ‘to sympathise with what
is direct and serious and heartfelt in previous art, to the exclusion of what is
conventional and self-parading and learned by rote’. Fifteenth-century Flemish art,
especially the paintings of Van Eyck, in all their symbolic and meticulous detail, their
precise realist lighting and brilliant colour, taught the young Pre-Raphaelites the
importance of empirical observation, and, most importantly, gave them new ideas about
draughtsmanship, colour and technique, and the symbolic meaning of various objects in a
painting. Van Eyck’s renowned ‘Arnolfini Portrait’ was bought for the National Gallery in
1842, and became a focal point, a lesson in paint for the young artists. This exhibition
will bring together for the first time the 'Arnolfini Portrait' with paintings from the Tate
collection and loans from other museums, to explore the ways in which Dante Gabriel
Rossetti (1828–1882), Sir John Everett Millais (1829–1896) and William Holman Hunt
(1827–1910), among others, were influenced by the Flemish approach.
All Exhibitions in London study days begin with a lecture in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square,
Bloomsbury, unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a
light lunch with wine is served at 1 pm. We then travel to the relevant gallery for the exhibition, and
end after a brief discussion at about 4.15 pm.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members including exhibition entry (£75 and £85 National
Gallery Members). ). Your family, friends and neighbours who have not previously attended an
Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

A painting requires a little mystery, some vagueness, some fantasy. When you always make
your meaning perfectly plain you end up boring people.
Always remembered as an Impressionist, Edgar Degas was a member of the seminal
group of Paris artists of various persuasions who began to exhibit together in the 1870s.
He shared many of their novel techniques, was intrigued by the challenge of capturing
effects of light and attracted to scenes of urban leisure. But Degas's academic training,
and his own personal predilection toward Realism, set him apart from his peers, and he
rejected the label 'Impressionist' preferring to describe himself as an 'Independent.' In
1855 he met Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, whom Degas revered and whose advice
he never forgot: "Draw lines, young man, and still more lines, both from life and from
memory, and you will become a good artist." He had little in common with Monet and
the other landscape painters in the group, whom he mocked for painting outdoors. His
inherited wealth gave him the ability to find his own way, and later it also enabled him to
withdraw from the Paris art world and sell pictures at his discretion. He was intrigued
by the human figure, and in his many images of women - dancers, singers, and
laundresses - he strove to capture the body in movement. Degas' enduring interest in
the human figure was shaped by his academic training, but he approached it in innovative
ways. He captured strange postures from unusual angles under artificial light. His
portraits are notable for their psychological complexity and for their portrayal of human
isolation. He rejected the academic ideal of the mythical or historical subject, and
instead sought his figures in modern situations, such as at the ballet, on stage, or
working. While critics of Impressionists focused their attacks on their formal
innovations, it was Degas's lower-class subjects that brought him the most disapproval.
Although Degas suffered criticism during his lifetime, by the time of his death his
reputation was secure as one of the leaders of late 19th century French art.

All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch
with wine is served at 1 pm. The event ends by 3.30 p.m.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members. Your family, friends and neighbours who have not
previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

EXHIBITIONS IN LONDON

THE PHILOSOPHER IN QUESTION

ADAM SMITH
TUESDAY 6 MARCH

Adam Smith, the founder of modern economics through the 1776 publication of his ‘The
Wealth of Nations’, was a leading figure in the Scottish Enlightenment, that veritable
explosion of 18c Scottish activity in philosophy, poetry, art, architecture, geology,
physics, and engineering. New clarity of thought was accompanied by increasing
acceptance of the uniqueness of each and every human being. At the University of
Glasgow he was taught the social philosophy of ‘the greatest happiness for the greatest
number’ by the brilliant Francis Hutcheson, and developed his passion for Liberty,
reason, and free speech. He went on to become professor of moral philosophy at
Glasgow and in 1759 published the ‘Theory of Moral Sentiments’ in which he ascribed the
moral sense to the human capacity for empathy. Numerous students left other
European Universities to join him in Glasgow. Shifting his attention to economics, he
was the first to recognize that the source of a nation’s wealth does not lie in its
possession of gold and silver, but in the quality and quantity of its labour, an idea which
underlies the whole of modern economics, including mercantilism, which stimulated the
Industrial Revolution, as well as Marxism and the current debate regarding the value of
immigration. In 1763 he was paid twice his former salary as teacher to tutor Henry
Scott, the young Duke of Buccleuch, on his travels throughout Europe. He met Voltaire,
who had mocked Hutcheson’s philosophy in ‘Candide’, in Geneva; moving on to Paris he
met Benjamin Franklin, Jean D’Alembert and most importantly Francois Quesnay, whose
laissez-faire economic theory was opposed to Smith’s mercantilism. Smith was described
by several of his contemporaries and biographers as comically absent-minded. While
discussing free trade with Charles Townshend on a tour of a tanning factory, he walked
into a tanning pit. He once put bread and butter into a teapot, drank the concoction,
and declared it the worst cup of tea he ever had. He once told Sir Joshua Reynolds that
'he made it a rule when in company never to talk of what he understood'.

All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch
with wine is served at 1 pm. The event ends by 3.30 p.m.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members. Your family, friends and neighbours who have not
previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

TATE MO DERN

‘MODIGLIANI’

TUESDAY 13 FEBRUARY

For the UK’s largest retrospective of Modigliani’s work ever exhibited, twelve of
Modigliani’s nudes will be reunited. His paintings, mostly portraits and studies of the
human figure, are characterized by fine sinuous lines and have a simple, spare, and flat
appearance, which gives them an almost classical effect. During his brief life Modigliani
developed a unique and instantly recognisable pictorial style The figures are elongated,
the faces oval, and the shapes ethereal, reminiscent at times of Sandro Botticelli. The
portraits (he painted more than 200 from 1916 to 1919), unburdened by detail, rely on
colour and shape for emotional and psychological insight and emit a “curious sense of
pathos”. Born in Livorno, Italy to a Sephardic Jewish family, he studied art in Florence,
and in 1906 he moved to Paris, where he met Pablo Picasso and other leading artists of
his era. Strongly influenced by fauvism, the avant-garde art movement promoting a
strong, emotional, and non-realistic use of color, and by the Romanian sculptor
Constantin Brancusi, he was also influenced by African carvings and masks.. These
sensuous works proved controversial when they were first shown in 1917, leading
police to censor his only ever solo exhibition on the grounds of indecency. Though
meeting little success during in their time, his emotionally intense portraits and seductive
nudes are now among the best-loved paintings of the 20th century. The exhibition will
include his lesser-known but radical and thought-provoking sculptures, as well as his
portraits of his friends, lovers and supporters, including Pablo Picasso, Constantin
Brancusi and his lover Jeanne Hébuterne.
Exhibition study days begin with a lecture in the Art Workers Guild, unless otherwise indicated.
Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch with wine is served at 1 pm.
We then travel to the relevant gallery for the exhibition, and end about 4.15 pm.
£93 INSCAPE members, £103 non-members, including exhibition entry (£75 and £85 TATE
Friends). Your family, friends and neighbours who have not previously attended an Inscape lecture
are most welcome to attend as our guests.

THE REBELS IN QUESTION
KLIMT AND SCHIELE 100
THE SCULPTOR IN QUESTION

AUGUSTE RODIN 100
TUESDAY 31 JULY

To any artist, worthy of the name, all in nature is beautiful, because his eyes, fearlessly
accepting all exterior truth, read there, as in an open book, all the inner truth.
Rodin's story recalls the archetypal struggle of the modern artist. He was born in
obscurity and, despite showing early promise, rejected by the official academies. He
spent years labouring as an ornamental sculptor before success and scandal set him on
the road to international fame. By the time of his death, he was likened to Michelangelo.
Sculpturally, Rodin possessed a unique ability to model a complex, turbulent, deeply
pocketed surface in clay. Many of his most notable sculptures were roundly criticized
during his lifetime. They clashed with predominant figurative sculpture traditions, in
which works were decorative, formulaic, or highly thematic. Rodin's most original work
departed from traditional themes of mythology and allegory, modeled the human body
with realism, and celebrated individual character and physicality. Rodin was sensitive to
the controversy surrounding his work, but refused to change his style. His reputation as
the father of modern sculpture remains unchanged, and in recent years the wider
exhibition of his many drawings has also elevated his reputation as a draughtsman..
While Rodin's reputation declined in the decades immediately following his death, his
rebellion against academic standards and his vivid expression of the human form planted
the seed for a new French sculpture.
All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
unless otherwise indicated. Coffee is served at 10.30, the lecture begins at 11, and a light lunch
with wine is served at 1 pm. The event ends by 3.30 p.m.
£85 INSCAPE members, £95 non-members Your family, friends and neighbours who have not
previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

FRIDAY 16 MARCH
From the mid 19c onwards, avant-garde artists we now know of as Pre-Raphaelites, Realists,
Impressionists, Post-Impressionists, and Symbolists threw over the traces of art that
referred persistently to the past. The most radical such rebellion took place in Vienna.
There, beginning in 1897, a group of artists, calling themselves the Vienna Secessionincluding Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele, Kolomon Moser and Josef Hoffmann- presented their
attack not only against irrelevant subject matter, but against the notion that ‘fine’ and
‘decorative’ art should appear in separate categories. Under the banner of "To every age its
art. To every art its freedom.", Gustav Klimt, the leading painter of the Vienna Secession and
his protégé, the ‘enfant terrible’ Egon Schiele stand out. The emphases of their art were very
different, but stemmed from the same impulses. Klimt, the son of a musician mother and
gold engraver father, became a mural painter in Vienna, alternately winning prizes and being
condemned for pornographic subject matter. He dominated the Vienna Secession with the
extraordinary impact of his Japanese-and-Byzantine inspired, part mosaic, part-erotic
canvases, with figures trapped in a maelstrom of kaleidoscopic colour – seen particularly in
the 1902 Beethoven frieze, the epitome of the conjunction of decorative and fine art in the
Vienna Secession. Less well-known but remarkable are his landscapes. Schiele, the son of the
station master at Tulln who died young from syphilis. focussed on the human form, way
ahead of his time in exploring - long before the horrors of the First World War- the full
anguish of the human condition and human sexuality, in explicit works which many found
disturbing. Inspired by Vincent Van Gogh, Edvard Munch and Jan Toorop, he became bestknown through participation in numerous early 20c exhibitions for his eloquentl and
unforgettable expression of a particularly 20c existentialism. Both Klimt and Schiele died in
the Spanish Influenza epidemic of 1918. This year we commemorate their centenaries.
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previously attended an Inscape lecture are most welcome to be our guests.

THE POET IN QUESTION

JOHN KEATS

TUESDAY 29 MAY

Two hundred years after his most famous works were written, the poetry of Keats lives
on well beyond the intonations of the classroom. His life, his poetry, his letters are all
remarkable. He published only 54 poems in three slim volumes and a few magazines.
Class-conscious conservative reviewers of the day attacked his work with malicious zeal
as mawkish and bad-mannered, as the work of an upstart "vulgar Cockney poetaster"
(John Gibson Lockhart), and as consisting of "the most incongruous ideas in the most
uncouth language" (John Wilson Croker). Yet he is now ranked with the Shakespeare of
the sonnets as one of the greatest lyric poets in English. After great early sonnets such
as ‘On First Looking Into Chapmans Homer’ and ‘When I have fears that I will cease to be’ ,
1819 sees him writing the evocative Eve of St Agnes, later inspiring paintings by Holman
Hunt and Millais, and the enticing ‘La Belle Dame Sans Merci’; the magnificent fragment
‘Hyperion’ and the five great Odes: ‘To a Nightingale’, ‘To Psyche’, ‘To Autumn’, ‘To a Grecian
Urn’, and ‘To Melancholy’, in which he completely re-invented the Ode as a poetic form.
His letters are often unbearably moving, but notable too for their philosophy, most
famously that of ‘Negative Capability, that is when man is capable of being in uncertainties,
Mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact & reason." What is remarkable
about Keats is not just the music of his lines or the quality if his sensibility, but the
maturity of his philosophy. This extraordinary figure, who died at the age of 25, still has
much to teach us.
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THE COMPOSER IN QUESTION

CLAUDE DEBUSSY 100
FRIDAY 22 JUNE

Debussy, the eldest of five children, was born on 22 August 1862 in Saint-Germain-enLaye, Seine-et-Oise. His father, Manuel-Achille Debussy, owned a china shop there; his
mother, Victorine Manoury Debussy, was a seamstress. Beginning piano lessons at a very
young age, Debussy's progress was so remarkable that he was able to enter the Paris
Conservatory at the age of eleven. Once a pupil at the Conservatoire, Debussy
composed music that did not conform to the music theories current at the time. He
contradicted his teachers by claiming that pleasure was the only valid rule of music, and
that the feeling for music could not be learned. Alternately claiming prizes and
perplexing his teachers with his harmonic ideas, he remained at the Conservatory for
over ten years. He won the Grand Prix de Rome in 1884, and by 1887 had begun
attending the meetings of the Symbolist poets in Montmarte whose credo was that art
should appeal to the senses before the intellect. He and Maurice Ravel were the most
prominent figures associated with Impressionist music, though Debussy disliked the term
when applied to his compositions. In a letter of 1908 he wrote: "I am trying to do
'something different' – an effect of reality... what the imbeciles call 'impressionism', a
term which is as poorly used as possible, particularly by the critics, since they do not
hesitate to apply it to [J.M.W.] Turner, the finest creator of mysterious effects in all the
world of art." He met Erik Satie, who proved a kindred spirit in his experimental
approach to composition and to naming his pieces. Both musicians were bohemians
during this period, enjoying the same cafe society and struggling to stay afloat financially.
One of the greatest musical innovators of the early twentieth century, Debussy fused
many different styles to create a uniquely sensual and fascinating new musical language.
All Culture in Question lectures take place in the Art Workers Guild, Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
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